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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Q, be the field of p-adic numbers with a p-adic valuation j . lp that has 
the properties 
I x + I’ ID < max(1 x ID, I Y I,) 
! w 1,) = I x ID ; Y IZJ 
and is so normalized that 1 p’” ‘,, = p-‘“. As is well-known, Q, is a complete 
metric space with respect to the distance function d(x, y) = 1 x - y Izl and 
the field of rational numbers Q is dense in Q, . 
We will consider functions defined on the set of p-adic integers 
I = {x : 1 x i2, e I>, 
with values in Q, . The theory of p-adic valued functions in the period from 
the introduction of p-adic numbers by Hensel [l] at the end of the nineteenth 
century until very recent times resembles closely the theory of analytic 
functions. 
The study of p-adic valued functions from the point of view of the con- 
structive theory of functions and approximation theory was initiated in 1944 
by Dieudonne [2], who proved that every continuous p-adic valued function 
on a compact subset of Q, can be approximated uniformly by polynomials. 
A more constructive proof of this result was given in 1958 by Mahler [3, 41 
(see also [5, Chap. 61) for continuous functions on I. Mahler’s theorem can be 
stated as follows. 
THEOREM A. Let fi I + Q, be a continuous function and let 
a,(f) = i (- 1F (;f) f(k), k = 0, 1, 2,. . . . 
7;=0 
(1.1) 
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Then the series 
converges uniformly on I and 
Mahler’s series (1.2) is clearly the analogue of Newton’s interpolatory 
series and it was natural to use this series since a continuous function f on Z 
is completely determined by its values on the set J = (0, 1, 2,...>, which is 
dense in I. However, the remarkable fact here is that series (1.2) converges 
uniformly for every continuous function f on I. This is clearly equivalent o 
stating that for every continuous f on I 
A simple analytic proof of this result was given recently in [6]. 
Another, even more remarkable property of Mahler’s expansion is that 
the nth partial sum of series (1.2) is a polynomial of best approximation of 
degree < n to f on I. This result can be established quite easily in p-adic 
analysis. 
Iff is a continuous function on Z, and a,(f) is defined by (1 .l), then 
I an(f)ID G 5~; I f(x)ln for every 12 = 0, 1,2 ,.... U-5) 
On the other hand, since 
I( )I ; Pa for x E Z, 
from (1.3) it follows that 
I fW, G yy I ak(f 
From inequalities (1.5) and (1.6) it follows that 
y!:~ If(x = 94 I df)lp. 
Since any polynomial P of degree < n is of the form 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
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we have, by (1.7), 
is the nth partial sum of Mahler’s expansion (1.3) off, we have, by (1.7), 
Hence, if we denote by [In, the set of all polynomials of degree < n, we have 
qy I f(x) - pn*w 9 = j$ cyy I f(x) - fYx>l 9) = /y$ I 4f)l P . n 
This fact that the nth partial sum of Mahler’s expansion (1.3) of a con- 
tinuous function S on Z is a polynomial of best approximation to f of degree 
< IZ seems to be quite important, even if the polynomials of best approxi- 
mation are not unique. It indicates that one should expect hat the structural 
properties of a continuous function f could be characterized, as in real 
analysis, in terms of the asymptotic properties of the coefficients a,(f). 
The aim of this paper is to present several results of this type. These results 
are stated in Section 2. Section 3 contains lemmas necessary for the proof of 
our theorems and, finally, Section 4 contains proofs of the theorems. 
2. RESULTS 
The first problem that will be considered here is closely related to Mahler’s 
Theorem A and it can be stated as follows. 
Letfbe ap-adic valued function defined on Z = {x : / x jP < l} and let the 
p-adic numbers (an(f)) be defined on J = (0, 1, 2,. ..} by 
an(f) = k$o C-l)“-” (;)j(k,, n = 0, 1, 2,... (2.1) 
What are the necessary and sufficient conditions for f in order that 
f$ I Gdf)lD = O? (2.2) 
In view of Mahler’s Theorem A, the continuity offon Zis clearly a sufficient 
condition for (2.2). However, since a,(f) is defined in terms of the values of 
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f on J, the continuity off is certainly not a necessary condition for (2.2). 
We will show here first that a weaker condition, which can be described as the 
uniform continuity off on .I, is both necessary and sufficient for (2.2). This 
result can be stated more precisely as follows: 
THEOREM 1. Let f be a p-adic valued function on the set J = (0, 1, 2,...} 
and let (a,(f)) be the sequence of p-adic numbers dejined by (2.1). We have 
then 
p-2 I an(f = 0 
if and only if 
wf(p-“) = yz-x I f(k + p”) - f(k)1 9 - 0 (t - co). (2.3) 
Condition (2.3) is clearly satisfied if f is a continuous p-adic valued func- 
tion on I. 
Next, we consider functions that satisfy continuity conditions stronger than 
(2.3). For such functions it is natural to expect more precise results than (2.2). 
THEOREM 2. Let f be a p-adic valued function defined on the set J = 
(0, 1, 2,...}, let (a,(f)) be the sequence of p-adic numbers dejned by (2.1) and 
letO<cr<l. Wehavethen 
if and only if 
I an(f = @n-9 (n- a) (2.4) 
w,(p-“) = y:; If@ + P”) -f(k)l. = O(p-“3 (t---f co). (2.5) 
A special case of Theorem 2 corresponding to OL = 1, in a slightly modified 
form, was suggested as a research problem by Prof. Mahler in his lectures on 
p-adic analysis at the Ohio State University in the summer quarter 1973. 
A class of p-adic valued functions which satisfy both conditions (2.3) and 
(2.5) are pi-periodic functions. A function .f: I - Q, is pt-periodic (t 3 1) if 
f(x + P”) = f(x) for every x E I. 
For pt-periodic functions on J we have the following much stronger result 
than (2.4). 
THEOREM 3. Let f: J+ Q, be a pt-periodic function with t > 1 and let 
(a,(f)) be the sequence of p-adic numbers def%ed by (2.1). Then for every 
n apt 
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If, in particular, (f(n)) is a $-periodic sequence of rational integers, 
Theorem 3 states that, for every 12 2 $, the integer 
i” C-1)” (;jfw 
is divisible by p[nlptl. 
To study more general problems of this type we will choose an arbitrary 
continuous, nondecreasing function D on [0, 11, with Q(O) = 0, and we will 
consider p-adic valued functions on Z that satisfy the condition 
Jr,(p-t) = y$x I f(k + P”) - f&)1, = qQ(p-?) (t- co). (2.7) 
In view of Theorem 2, it would be natural to expect the estimate 
I &L(f>lz, = wxllnN (n - co>, (2.8) 
and, conversely, that (2.8) should imply (2.7). However, results of this 
generality seem to be very difficult to prove, if they are correct at all. We are 
able to show that (2.7) implies (2.8) if the speed with which Q converges to 
zero is restricted by the condition 
(2.9) 
As examples of function satisfying this condition we mention in particular 
52(h) = (log (I/h)-” (0 < a < co) (2.10) 
L?(h) = Aa (0 < 01 < 00) (2.11) 
and 
Q(h) = exp(-c loga( 1 /h)) (0 < 01 < l), (2.12) 
but the function Q(h) = exp(-l/h) does not satisfy condition (2.9). 
THEOREM 4. Let f be a p-adic valued function on J such that 
ll’r(P-t) = yy If@ + P”> - f(al = O(Q(P-% (t-f co). 
and let (a,(f)) be the sequence of p-adic numbers defined by (2.1). lf the 
function Q satis$es condition (2.9), then 
I 4f)lp = @QU/n)) (n + co). 
To prove a converse statement we need an even more restrictive hypothesis 
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about Q. We shall have to assume that there exists a subinterval (0, 8) of 
(0, 1) such that 
J-4vPwwN 2 l/P for every X E (0, 6). (2.13) 
This condition is satisfied if Q is defined as in (2.10) and (2.12). It is also 
satisfied if Q(h) = ha with 0 < 01 < 1, but it is clearly not satisfied if a: > 1. 
More generally, (2.13) is satisfied whenever 
THEOREM 5. Let f be a p-adic valued function on J and let (a,(f)) be the 
sequence of p-adic numbers defined by (2.1). If the function Q satisfies condition 
(2.13) and if 
I %(f)lr, = @(Q(ll4) (n + a), 
then 
%(P-“) = T$“f I f (k + P”> - f @)I, = w4P-tN (I + Co). 
3. LEMMAS 
For the proof of Theorems 1-5 we need a number of preliminary results. 
We will always assume here that f is a p-adic valued function defined on the 
set J = (0, 1, 2,...} and that 
a,(f) = LcO C--1)“-’ (3 f 6% n = 0, 1, 2,. . . . 
We also write 
MvAP-t) = y$x I f@ + P”) - f (Q 3) .
LEMMA 1. If 
Wf( p-9 - 0 (t+ a> 
then f is bounded on J. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Choose T such that 
(3.2) 
MT(f) = ,‘i& I f (4, > ,\ 
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By (3.2) we can find a t such that 
nll.x If(k + P”) -f@)l. G MT(f). (3.3) 
We will show that 
i f(% < Jf,,4f> for every n E J. (3.4) 
This inequality is clearly satisfied if 0 ,( n < pt. Suppose therefore that 
n>pt.Thenspt<n<(s+l)ptforsomes>landso 
f(n) = f(n - sp”> + i (f@ - .@” + P”> - f(n - b”)). 
j=l 
Since 0 < n - spt < pt, we have, by (3.3) 
I f@)l,, < max(~&l, MT(~)) G M,t+,(f). 
Hence (3.4) holds also if n 3 ~9 and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2. For every n 3 0 and m 3 1 we have 
gl (‘I;‘) an+&3 = z. ( -1 Y-’ (i)V@ + m> - f(O (3.5) 
and 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let ?-J(X) = f(x + m). The proof of relations (3.5) 
and (3.6) consists essentially in expressing the coefficients of the translated 
function Tmf in terms of the coefficients off. Let 
a,(T,f> = i (- IF (,J 7&k). 
k=O 
Then 
In [6] it was proved that 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
a,(T,f> = f (- lY-k (i) fh + W = F. (7) an+Lf>. 
k=O 
(3.9) 
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Relation (3.5) is clearly a consequence of (3.9) and (3.6) follows from (3.8) 
and (3.9). 
LEMMA 3. For every n 3 0 and t 2 1 we have 
I an+pt(f)lp G max (U/P)I an+d D, / 1 <j <p” - 1; w&“)). (3.10) 
Proof of Lemma 3. By (3.5), with m = pt, we have 
a ,+Jf) = - “2 (“lj a,+j(f) + i (--1Y (Ej(f@ + P”) -f(W) 
+I J E=O 
and (3.10) follows sincep I($) for everyj = l,...,pt - 1. 
While Lemma 3 is sufficient for the proof of Theorems 1-3, we need a 
more refined version of that lemma for the proof of Theorem 4. 
LEMMA 4. Letf: J + Q, be a boundedfunction and let 
-4fl) = p2,x I df)ip. 
Then, for every integer c > 1 and t 3 1 we have 
4~ + 1) P”) < max((l/p”) A(pt), +(p-9). 
Proof of Lemma 4. By Lemma 3 we have, for every t > 1 and n > 0, 
I an+nt(f)lj, < max ((l/P)l a,+j(.f>l B 7 1 Gj G Pt - 1 ; Wf(P-3). 
Replacing here n by n + spt we find that 
I an+~s+l~ptCf)lp < max Kl/~)l an+spt+j(f)lp T 1 Gj Gpt - 1; wfW)) 
< max ((l/p) 4s~~)~ ~~AP-~)). 
Since this inequality holds for every n 3 0, it follows that 
40 + 1) ~‘1 < maxW/p> 4pt), wfW)>. 
In particular, we have 
(3.11) 
Hence, Lemma 4 is true if G = 1. 
Now, we show by induction that Lemma 4 is true for every integer cr > 1. 
Suppose that the lemma is true for CJ = s. We have then, by induction 
hypothesis, 
4(s + 1) P”> < mWllp9 4~7, wA~-t)). (3.12) 
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By (3.11) and (3.12) we have then 
-W + 2) P”> < max((liP> 46 + 1) P% +(P-‘)> 
G max((llp) max(U/P> -4~9, w~(P-% MP-9) 
< max(( 1 /P+l) 4pt), WA p-9) 
and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 5. Let J2 be a continuous and nondecreasing function on [0, I] with 
G(O) = 0. If there exists 6 E (0, 1) such that 
QOlP) >, P+&@ for every X E (0, a), 
then, as t + co, 
Proof of Lemma 5. Let T be a fixed integer such that l/pT-l 
t > T. We have then 
< 6 and 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
The first term on the right-hand side of (3.14) can be estimated as follows. 
From (3.13) it follows that for every h E (0, S) and s = 0, 1, 2,... we have 
!2(A/ pSfl) 3 p-s-“Q(A). (3.15) 
By choosing h = S/2 we obtain, in particular, the inequality 
l&p-f) 3 Q(6/2pt+l) > p-t-%(6/2) 
or 1 G c Plww) PW p-9. (3.16) 
Next, suppose that pT < ,j < pt. Then pr-l < ,j < p’ for some integer r 
such that T + 1 < r < t. Hence 
.jQ(l ii) < PrQcP-T+l). 
Since I/pV-l < l/pT-l < 6, from (3.15) with A = I/pr-’ and s = t - r, it 
follows that 
qp-r+l) < pt-r+lQ(p-'+l/pt-r+l) < pt-T+lQ(p-t), 
Hence, for every j such that pT < ,j < pt, we have 
$-a 1 ij) < PtflQ( p-7 
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and it follows that 
(3.17) 
Finally, from (3.14), (3.16) and (3.17) follows the statement of Lemma 5. 
4. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
Proof of Theorem 1. Sufficiency of (2.3). Since this part of Theorem 1 was 
essentially proved in [6], we shall give here only a brief outline of the proof. 
Given s > 0, choose t such that 
By (3.10) we have 
j ~~+,~(f)[ ?,< max((l/p)l u,+~ lP , 1 <j < Pt - 1; (l/P’)). (4.1) 
Since, by Lemma 1, f is a bounded function on J, we can without loss of 
generality assume that / f(k)l, < 1 for every k E J. From (2.1) follows then 
that j a,( f)l, < 1 for all n > 0. Using this inequality and (4.1) we find that 
1 a,( f)j, < 1 /p for all n > pt. Continuing this process we find that 
and (2.2) follows since s can be chosen arbitrarily large. 
Necessity of (2.3). Suppose next that (2.2) holds. Then 
and 
By (3.6) we have 
and so 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
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Let N be a fixed integer andpt > N. We have then 
: G+,(f)(y) = pt 5 * (7) + 5 %+j(f)(S”) 
j=l i=l p j=N+l 
=p”C N a,+)(f) (‘I-1-,‘) + j$+l a,+icf,(pf) . 
j-1 J 
Hence 
I df>l2, + 4N). 
From this inequality and (4.3) follows that 
?E”s; If@ + P”) -f(n>lp Gp-“N?y I4f)Ip + NV. 
Consequently, 
and (2.3) follows from (4.2) since N can be chosen arbitrarily large. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Sufficiency of (2.5). Suppose first that (2.5) holds, 
i.e., that f E Lip 01 on J, 0 < 01 < 1. Then f is bounded on J and, as in the 
proof of Theorem 1 we can assume, without loss of generality, that 
/ f&)1, < 1 for k E J. It follows then that I a,(f), < 1 for every YE  J. 
Also, since f E Lip a: on J, we have 
~,(p-~) = yJx If& i- pt) -f&)1, < M,J+ for t = 0, 1, 2,... (4.4) 
Then, by Lemma 3, we have, for every n > 0 and t = 1, 2, r . . . 
I an+,4f)lp G max(U/p)l a,+j(f>l,, 1 <j < pt - 1; Mpp-Y. (4.5) 
Since j a,( f)l, < 1 and 0 < pi < 1, from (4.5) it follows that 
I a,+,(f)lp < max(U/d, MAP-9 d bp-” 
where pf = max(1, M,), or 
I&n IP < pfP-” for m >,p. (4.6) 
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Using (4.5) with t = 2 and n > p, and (4.6), we find that 
I a,+,2(f)l, < max &p-“-l, MfP9 
< pf max (p-a--l, p-“a) 
< pfp-““. 
Hence, 
I %I ID G PLrP-2” for m 3p2 +p. 
Continuing this process we find by induction that 
I %m,, < pr P-‘” for m 3~’ + ... +p. (4.7) 
Now it is easy to see that this inequality implies (2.4). Suppose that 
n 3 p2 + p. Then, for some s > 2, we have 
P” + ... + P = PKP” - MP - 111 G 12 < PNP”” - 1MP - 111 
=P s+1 + . . . +p* 
Since ps+2 > n(p - 1) + p 2 n, we have, by (4.7) 
I a,(f>l. < PfP-“” < FLfP2aP--(s+2)a < vLlp2*n-= 
for n 3 p2 + p and (2.4) follows. 
Necessity of (2.5). Suppose next that (2.4) holds. We have then 
I an(f < A4n-b for ?Z>l (4.8) 
where 0 < 01 < 1. As in the proof of the necessity part of Theorem I, we 
have, by (4.3) 
for every n 3 0. Since 
i &+,(f)(p’) = pt -$ a,ijo $1;) 
j=l j=l .I 
it follows, by (4.8) that for every k E J, 
/ g1 G+kf)( p") / <P-~ max 
P l<j<ptl~l, 
<p-t max J ~ (k + .i)” I urc+U)l9 I<j<Dt (k +j)* 
< MP-~ I~jyJ1-" 
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Hence, 
If(n) + P”> - f(n)lz, d MP-at for n>O 
and (2.5) follows. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose that f (n + p”) = f (n) for n E J, with 
t 3 1. The inequality (3.10) of Lemma 3 reduces then to 
and it follows that for every r = 1, 2,... we have 
where M = maxl~j~Pt If (.i)l. . If n>pt we have rpt<n<(r+I)pt 
for some Y 3 1 and so 
i 4f >I I) < Mp-’ < Mp-Wdll 
since r > n/p” - 1. Let M = p”‘. Then 
1 a,(f)i p < pm--n/p’+1. 
Since the p-adic value is always an integral power of p and 
-b/p’1 c -n/p” + 1, 
we must have 
/ a,(f)i n < pWn/d 
and Theorem 3 is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 4. From (2.7) it follows that 
“‘r(P-t) = ysx If@ + P”> -fWl, G MQW) (4.9) 
for t = 1, 2,... Since Q(p-*) -j 0 (t + co), this inequality implies, by Lemma 
1, that f is bounded on J. We can assume, without loss of generality, that 
1 f (k)l, < 1 for every k E J. We have then I a,(f) 1, < 1 for every n 2 0 
and consequently 
44 = y:; I adf)lp 31 for n > 0. (4.10) 
Next, from 
lim;?dnf $j$ > 0 (4.11) 
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it follows that we can find a constant c > 0 and an integer T > 1 such that 
Let s >, 1 be an integer such that 
c 3 p-” and /w-QT) > p-S(S-tl). 
We have then, for t 3 T, 
.n(p-“-1) 3 &(p-t) > p-syp-t) 
and it follows, by induction, that, for every integer u > 1, 
J@o-l-t) > p-sc”+l’Q(p-t). 
It follows, in particular, that 
qp-S-l--t) > p-scS+lqqP-t)~ 
Next, by Lemma 4 and (4.9) we have 
A((1 + s(s + I)) p”) < max(p-“(“+l)/l(pt), h~U2(p-~)). 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
Since A is monotone decreasing and ps-+l > 1 + s(s + l), it follows that 
fl(ps+l+t) < A((1 + s(s + 1)) p”) < max(p-s(B+l)A(pt), ~W2(p-~)). (4.14) 
In particular, if t = T, we have by (4.10) and (4.12), 
4P s+l+T) < max(p-s(s+l)fl(pT), MsZ(p-T)) 
< max( pescs+l), A4Q( p-‘)) 
< M1;2(p-T). (4.15) 
Next, replacing t by s + 1 + T in (4.14) and using inequalities (4.13) and 
(4.15), we find that 
/Qp2’s+1)+T) < , max(p-s(s+l)A(ps+l+T), MQ(p--s-l-T)) 
< max(Mp-s(s+l)Q(P-T), Mi2(p-s-1-T)) 
< MQ( p-s-l-T). 
Continuing this argument, we find, by induction, that, for every r > 1, 
64drsl3-4 
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Using (4.13) we find easily that 
f&-M(s+l)-T) < pzs~s+l~~(p-~~+l~~s+l~+~)~ 
Hence, 
4P > r(s+l)+T < ~p2s(s+l)~(p-(~+1)(S+1,-T. 
Let, finally, n > JP+~+~. Then pr(s+l)+T < n < ~~(~+l)(~+l)+~ for some 
r > 1. By monotonicity of (1 and a we have 
/qn) < (l(ps+l)+T) < ~p2s(s+l)~(p-(T+1~(s+l)-T) 
< Mp2s(s+1)i2( 1 /n) 
and Theorem 4 is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 5. We have, by hypothesis, 
I Mm G MQ(lIn) for n > 1. 
We have, by Lemma 2, 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
for every n E J. Next, by (4.16), 
From this inequality and (4.17) it follows that 
IV&~) = III:? I f(n + pt) - f(n>lp < MP-~ I~,yJ-Q(Ud. (4.18) 
Since the function Sz satisfies condition (2.13), we have, by Lemma 5, 
and Theorem 5 is proved. 
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